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EARLY LEARNING Learning Ladders
Reinforce reading skills and enlarge children’s vocabulary while 

introducing nonfiction topics.

It’s a Wildlife, Buddy!
Follow whimsical characters in fun-to-read stories that teach about 

animal behavior.

Trek’s Travels
Travel with Trek and his friends as they learn critical early childhood 

themes, including numbers, shapes, colors, opposites, and more.

Welcome to Reading
This program is centered around 48 engaging Little Books at four 

levels that will help engender and appreciation for and love of reading.

Young Reader’s Bundle
Nonfiction picture books featuring animals, jazzy histories, and 

activities for young scientists.

Children develop more rapidly 

during the first five years of their 

lives than at any other time. 

Alphabet knowledge,

phonological awareness, writing, 

concepts about print, and oral 

language are among the skills that 

predict children’s reading 

achievement.

Reading stories from a very early 

age is crucial in the development of 

children. It helps with their ability to 

understand words, use their 

imagination, and develop their 

speech.



Recommended Age Rage: 5-10

Hard Cover, 10 volumes per set, 32 pages each
LEARNING LADDERS

SETS 1, 2, AND 3!



“Words You Know” box designed to reinforce reading skills and expand vocabulary.



Visual indicators point out important elements of the photograph or illustration.



“Fun facts” offer bite-sized information manageable by beginning readers.



Designed to reinforce reading skills and enlarge 

children’s vocabulary while introducing nonfiction topics.



Puzzle pages, fun facts, and true/false quizzes appear at the end of each volume.



Puzzle pages, fun facts, and true/false quizzes appear at the end of each volume.



Recommended Age Rage: 5-10

Hard Cover, 8 volumes, 32 pages each
IT’S A WILDLIFE, BUDDY!



Critical themes and experiences, such as the birth 

of a sibling, fear, and friendship, are explored.

Highlights regional cultures, geography, and 

individual animal characteristics and behaviors.



Nonfiction content informs students about the real 

lives of the animals featured as story characters.



Key environmental vocabulary specific to each habitat is 

introduced via the sidenotes on each double page spread.



This engaging format will have kids loving to learn 

about animal life and a little life lesson along the way.



TREK’S TRAVEL’S & WELCOME TO READING

Research shows that teachers expect a child to have 93 skills in nine 

areas before entering kindergarten. Trek’s Travels and Welcome to 

Reading provide a unique combination of materials that introduces 

children to the essential 93 skills and concepts, including:

Visual and observation 

Listening and concentration 

Early language and recording

Early mathematical skills

Early manipulative skills

Self-help skills

Social and emotional development

Concepts of position and direction

Concepts of color, texture, and time



TREK’S TRAVEL’S & WELCOME TO READING

Five main components of reading to be addressed through 

instruction in preschool through 12th grade:

Phonemic awareness
The ability to distinguish sounds in words. It is important for children to be able to blend 

individual sounds into words and segment words into individual sounds (i.e., having children say 

the sound in words or put sounds together to make words) so that they can adequately connect 

letters and sounds when reading.

Phonics
The ability to match sounds to letters or letter combinations. Children need phonics skills to 

decode words when reading. For phonics, explicit and systematic instruction of letter sound 

relationships through word sorts, making and breaking words, and invented spelling is ideal.

Fluency
The ability to read accurately and automatically. Children need to be able to read words 

correctly and quickly so that they can concentrate on the meaning of a text rather than on 

working out how to read individual words. Fluency is best addressed through repeated reading.

Vocabulary
Includes knowledge of the meanings of words through explicit definitions and theme-based 

instruction and an awareness of strategies to arrive at an understanding of unknown words. 

Vocabulary is an important component of understanding what is read.

Comprehension
The ability to understand what is explicitly stated and implicitly implied in a text. Without 

comprehension, children cannot learn from texts that they read at home or in school. 

Comprehension instruction should include teaching strategies such as predicting, summarizing, 

and asking and answering questions.



Recommended Age Rage: 3-5

Hard/Soft Cover, 12 volumes, 40 pages each
TREK’S TRAVELS

480L 580L 530L 520L 380L 630L

430L 470L 460L 660L 610L 550L



• Learning words and names that introduce new characters

• Answering questions about a picture and story

• Caring for one another

• Showing kindness

• Having awareness of belonging to a group

• Identifying self and others by name

Trek Learns to Fly
Skills and Concepts:



• Learning words that describe size

• Identifying and comparing objects by size

• Matching and sorting objects by size

• Answering questions about a picture

• Identifying objects by weight and length

Trek Learns About Size
Skills and Concepts:



• Learning words that describe texture

• Developing an awareness of different textures

• Matching pictures to words describing different textures

Trek Learns About Texture
Skills and Concepts:



Trek Learns About Numbers
Skills and Concepts:

• Learning words for numbers and names of animals

• Recognizing the numbers 1 to 10

• Counting objects from 1 to 10

• Recognizing sets with different number values

• Giving a number value to a set of objects

• Matching sets

• Understanding concepts of more than/less than



Recommended Age Rage: 3-5

Soft Cover, 48 volumes
WELCOME TO READING

The Welcome to Reading program can be 

used as a stand-alone program to prime 

pre-readers to learn how to read or as a 

complement to reading instruction offered 

at school. 

Weeks 1-16 

Parent/Educator and child complete four 

level programs together

Weeks 17-32 

Child reads favorite parts of the program 

independently for practice and 

reinforcement

Weeks 33-48+

Child expands reading beyond the 

program



Phonics
Initial consonants t: Trek, Taffy, tired

p: pick, pet

Vocabulary
Sight words: is, cold

Theme words: sad, cold, tired

Comprehension
Cause and effect: Why was Taffy sad? 

What made Taffy happy?



Phonics
Final consonant t: set, eat, at, what

Plural ending –s: hands, plates, spoons, forks

Vocabulary
Theme word: time

Multiple-meaning word: pass

Comprehension
Picture cues: What are Sam and Lizzy doing in 

each picture? What is Trek doing in each picture? 

What mistakes is Trek making in the pictures?



Phonics
Final consonant digraph sh: goldfish, wish, fish

Word family –at: cat, that

Vocabulary
Sight words: could, about

Compound words: something, goldfish, 

everyone

Comprehension
Infer: Why was Mrs. Wilson surprised by 

what the children brought to show and tell?



Phonics
Vowel digraph ai: mail, 

mailbox, train

Vocabulary
Theme words: mail, mailbox, mail carrier, deliver, 

letters, post office, packages

Comprehension
Sequence: What happens to your letter after you mail it? 

What happens next? After that, what happens?

Compare and contrast: Is this mailbox like the mailbox in 

your town? How is it the same? How is it different?



Recommended Age Rage: 3-5

Hard/Soft Cover, 12 volumes, 40 pages each
YOUNG READER’S

BUNDLE



23 Exciting Science Projects to Pique Curiosity!

Join Dr. Mollie Cule on her mission to reboot Axel the 

Robot! Complete with step-by-step illustrated instructions, 

you can find out the amazing science behind some of the 

coolest activities, like stacking liquids or building a robot 

hand. In the process, you’ll work with Mollie to repair Axel 

and keep your mind sharp learning about electricity, 

binary math, density, and more! 

Key Features:

• Fun! Creative science projects connected with a 

narrative plot that follows Mollie on her adventure!

• Easy! All activities include clear and detailed step-by-

step illustrated instructions.

• Low-cost! Cool science experiments you can complete 

with materials you can find around your house.

• Educational! Science concepts vetted by World Book’s 

team of expert editors.









An engaging book of activities, The Secret Files of 

Professor L. Otto Funn will introduce kids to the world of 

nonfiction! Containing dozens of hands-on activities on 

high-interest topics, the Professor will engage kids for 

hours by making learning fun. Each carefully developed 

activity includes link to videos and other online content to 

help readers on their quests. Professor L. Otto Funn helps 

prepare your kids for school success with this innovative 

and fun method of learning for the pure pleasure of it.

Key Features:

• Dozens of hands-on activities on high-

interest topics

• Entertaining and easy-to-read sections 

will keep kids busy for hours

• Links to videos that support activities

• A companion fun pack that includes 

fake mustaches to disguise kids while 

learning







My First Paintings

This innovative counting book introduces ten of the 

most famous artworks of all time, helping young 

scholars learn their numbers and discover 

masterpieces such as the Mona Lisa, The Snake 

Charmer, and The Starry Night. 

Celebrated works of art reveal themselves through cut-

out pages that children must keep turning to discover 

the full work of art. Such masters as Paul Klee, Pablo 

Picasso, and Vincent van Gogh are among the artists 

who help young readers learn to count and love art!
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Winner 2015 Annual American 
Graphic Design Award!

The perfect way to introduce children to a truly

American art form, and a work of art in its own right, J Is

for Jazz is the cat’s pajamas for all readers–little finger

zingers through grown-up cats!

Be-bopping, lyrical introductions to key jazz figures,

locations, musical terms, and a glossary of jazz slang are

brought to life by author Ann Ingalls. Celebrated artist

Maria Corte Maidagan, who most recently created the

graphics for the Monterey Jazz Festival, draws readers

into evocative and surprising scenes with her bold use of

shapes and colors.

From axe to zoot suit, J Is for Jazz will transport readers

to the Jazz Age. With the alphabet as your guide, this

fun and informative primer is sure to delight lovers of

jazz, collectors of graphic design, and music history

enthusiasts alike.







Feature animals of all shapes, 
colors, and sizes as we rarely 
see them

Using their natural camouflage techniques, 

animals can blend into their surroundings, 

often becoming “invisible” to the passing eye. 

With a little luck, animal and nature 

enthusiasts of all ages will search and find 

each animal in disguise in this interactive and 

informative look at animals in nature. 

Stunning photography and simple text enable 

readers to enjoy close-up views of animals in 

their natural environments while learning new 

facts about these hidden creatures.













Join the tortoise, the elephant, the giraffe, 

the zebra, the lion, the fox, the monkey, 

and the mouse on their collaborative quest 

to reach the moon in the night sky.

Appealing illustrations punctuate a story 

that draws from classic fables and legends, 

while shedding light on the central values of 

generosity, solidarity, and kindness. 

This contemporary myth engages young 

readers in the friendship and cooperative 

effort of eight curious animals whose 

determination might just help them catch a 

taste of the moon.
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